PROJECT CONTINUANCE PROPOSAL, 2018-2019
VOLUNTEER STREAM MONITORING PROGRAM
YAHARA RIVER WATERSHED
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1.0

2018-2019 Project Proposal Request

With this proposal, the Rock River Coalition (RRC) requests $24,949 to build on accomplishments
achieved since 2013. Project activities will begin in January 2018 with a completion date of March 2019.
Table #1 summarizes this project request.
Table #1: Project Request
Volunteer Recruitment and Training
Volunteer Support, Communication, Workshop/Conference
Planning and Facilitating
Data Management, Sharing and Reporting
Exploratory Flow Study*
Software, Equipment Purchases, and Mileage & Travel
Expenses
Total Request

$3,150
$8,960
$6,125
$2,100
$4,614
$24,949

*extension with modification requested

2.0

2018-2019 Project Summary

2.1

Monitoring Program

With funding from Yahara Watershed Improvement Network (Yahara WINs), the RRC has established a
network of volunteer stream monitoring stations throughout the Yahara River Watershed (YRW). In 2017,
RRC and volunteers exceeded what was originally proposed in 2016. As of September 2017, there were
53 stream monitoring stations (rather than the originally proposed 51 stations). Throughout the 2017
monitoring season, volunteers measured dissolved oxygen, water temperature, water clarity and water
velocity at selected sites and conducted biological assessments at all 53 stations. Volunteers collected
water samples at 36 of these 53 stations. Thirty-five (35) of these samples are analyzed by the Madison
Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) for total phosphorus, total suspended solids, ortho-phosphorus,
ammonia, nitrate, nitrite, and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN). Grab samples from one station was analyzed
by the State Lab of Hygiene (SLH) with funding from the Water Action Volunteers (WAV) program. In
addition, volunteers placed continuous stream temperature data loggers at 27 of the 53 stations.
With this 2018-2019 proposal, the RRC seeks funding to maintain all existing stream monitoring stations.
No new monitoring/sampling stations will be added during the 2018-2019. The RRC coordinator will:
• support 53 baseline water quality monitoring stations throughout the Yahara River watershed;
• ensure nutrient samples are collected at 35 stations1;
• maintain continuous temperature data loggers at 27 stations; and,
• provide opportunities to recruit new volunteers as current volunteers “retire”.

1

WAV will not continue to fund sample analysis at this one station in 2018. The volunteer team at this station will
continue to collect baseline water quality data with funding from Yahara WINs.
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Table #2 summarizes this monitoring program.
Table #2: Stream Monitoring Stations Projected For 2018
Proposed
WQ Parameters Monitored
Monitoring Program Details
# Sites
53 sites
dissolved oxygen concentrations; water 53 sites maintained from 2017 – no change
temperature; water clarity; Biotic Index; in absolute numbers –volunteer
and water velocity at selected sites
recruitment and training necessary
27 sites
Continuous (growing season, hourly)
27 sites maintained from 2017 – no change
stream temperature
in absolute numbers -- volunteer
recruitment and training necessary
35 sites
Monthly nutrient sampling
35 sites maintained from 2017 – no change
in absolute numbers -volunteer recruitment
and training necessary
A list of all sites to be included in the 2018 monitoring project can be found in Appendix #1.
2.2 Volunteer Training and Ongoing Support
The RRC requests $12,110 to accomplish all activities required to maintain 53 volunteer stream
monitoring sites. The RRC will continue to work collaboratively with various partners to recruit, train and
support volunteers for all sites.
Since 2013, approximately 163 individuals have participated in the RRC volunteer stream monitoring
program in the YRW. The cohort of volunteers who numbered approximately 115 this year represent a
committed and engaged group of individuals as exemplified by an above average 77% retention rate.
Adequate pre-service training and ongoing support accompanied with end of season evaluations are keys
to project success. RRC will continue to strive for success.
The RRC program coordinator will organize and facilitate two volunteer training workshops both to be
held in the spring of 2018. These training workshops will be used to recruit new volunteers to participate
in our citizen monitoring program. While we are not adding new sites, there is turnover of volunteers and
therefore need for new volunteers. If the number of new volunteers exceed the number of sites, then the
RRC coordinator will double up teams at selected sites. This strategy will have the result of creating more
data for each site over the course of the monitoring season.
During these training workshops, the RRC coordinator will ensure proper use of monitoring and sampling
methods by volunteers in the field. Since 2013, volunteers have collected water quality data using
monitoring methods established by and/or adapted from the WAV program and thereby complying with
Wisconsin 2016 Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology (WisCALM).2
The RRC coordinator will also provide ongoing support for volunteers as they collect water quality data by
conducting site visits, fielding questions and concerns via email and phone conversations and providing
online support materials.
2

To find out more about WisCALM, please follow this link: http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/surfacewater/assessments.html
A description of the citizen monitoring methodology used for this project can be found in the 2017 RRC proposal.
Please follow this link: http://www.madsewer.org/Programs-Initiatives/Yahara-WINs .
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The RRC coordinator will organize a pre-service workshop for returning Yahara River watershed volunteers
in March 2018. (This pre-service workshop is in addition to the above-mentioned training workshops.) The
format for this annual March workshop will follow a similar format to previously held workshops. The RRC
coordinator will also organize an end-of-monitoring-season conference for volunteers working both in the
Yahara River watershed and throughout the Rock River Basin.3 Both these events will be designed to:
• provide volunteers with updates on topics such as, Adaptive Management, Rock River TMDL,
county land management practices to improve water quality, and DNR Targeted Watershed
projects in the Rock River Basin
• present water quality results based on volunteer generated monitoring and sampling efforts in
the Yahara River watershed and across the Rock River Basin
• review volunteer stream monitoring procedures and distribute and/or collect monitoring
equipment
• provide an opportunity for volunteers to network with RRC state and county agency partners and
natural resource groups4
2.3 Exploratory Flow Study -- Extension and Modification Requested
The RRC requests $2,100 to accomplish all activities relating to the extension and modification of the
Exploratory Flow Study as explained below.5
The goal of this pilot study is to augment steam flow measurements across the Yahara River basin so that
phosphorus load calculations can be performed at volunteer sampling locations. With this proposal, RRC
requests an extension of and modification to the exploratory flow study as outlined in the 2017 proposal.

Image 1: Controlled test location and field testing, Neal Gruber, Flora Hayes, Berry Eichinger, Nancy Sheehan

Accomplishments during the 2017 monitoring season:
•

A volunteer flow team was created to implement this exploratory study in April 2017. The team
consists of Neal Gruber, Jim Thornbery, and Nancy Sheehan.

3

The RRC will share the cost of this conference as all volunteers working in the Rock River Basin will be invited to
participate.
4
YRW partners include but are not limited to the WDNR, MMSD, Yahara WINs partners, Water Action Volunteers
Program, Dane County Office of Lakes and Watersheds, Dane County Land and Water Resources Division, Friends
of Starkweather Creek, Friends of Pheasant Branch Conservancy, Friends of Yahara River Headwaters, the Village of
DeForest, Town of Windsor, Token Creek Conservancy Committee, Friends of Lake Kegonsa, Friends of Cherokee
Marsh, City of Fitchburg, Town of Dunn, and Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area.
5
This requests of $2,100 will cover an additional 60 hours, in addition to 20 hours carried over from the 2016-2017
RRC YR 5 project.
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•
•
•
•

•

Volunteers, Neal Gruber and Jim Thornbery devoted approximately 40 hours to this effort to date.
The flow team learned how to operate the Swoffer model 3000 meter first in a controlled
environment using fans and then in the field environment at several stream locations.6
The flow team rewrote the manufacturer’s instructions to render them more user-friendly.
The flow team visited the study site, Pheasant Branch at Parmenter in Middleton, three times to
measure discharge. Stream elevations were measured using a drop line from the Parmenter bridge.
RRC was fortunate to have an intern for one month this summer. Ms. Flora Hayes contributed greatly
to our efforts. Ms. Hayes assessed the applicability of the guidance materials provided in Introduction
to Measuring Continuous Stream Flow for Citizens and Watershed Groups7 to develop a rating curve
based on our measurements. While this guidance document could be helpful in developing a rating
curve for individual streams for each season of measurements, the flow team deemed this
methodology inadequate for meeting our goals.
The flow team explored an alternative strategy for developing an adequate rating curve that will,
hopefully, provide accurate flow measurements that will result in calculated phosphorus loads at
volunteer-based sampling locations. This alternative strategy is described below.

Despite these accomplishments, the flow team encountered a series of technical challenges with the
Swoffer model 3000 flow meter which necessitated ordering new parts and resulted in a month of delay.
High water also prevented the flow team from measuring velocity on designated project days.
The volunteer flow team suggests two modifications to the initial study methods.
•

•

Expanding Field Test Locations: The initial study was to be based on discharge measurements at
one location, Pheasant Branch at Parmenter Bridge in Middleton. The volunteer flow team
suggests adding 3 locations to increase the dataset to better determine accuracy of the rating
curve.
“Best Fit” Rating Curves: The volunteer flow team suggests that the HEC-RAS model can be used
to generate return periods for normal to low flow conditions8: one-month, four-month, sixmonth, 1 year, 2-year, and 5-year. If the flow team can obtain HMS files used in developing the
Dane County flood study9, specifically for the Yahara River watershed, as well as obtaining the
methodology for running the model, then the volunteer flow team will compare field
measurements obtained through the use of the Swoffer meter with rating curves generated by
running the HEC-RAS model for the six-normal/low flow return periods in order to determine
“best fit” accuracy of the HEC-RAS modelled rating curves for these six monitoring stations. If the
team finds that these rating curves are sufficiently accurate for this volunteer stream monitoring
project then the team will recommend to Yahara WINs that phosphorus load calculations could
be performed at volunteer sampling locations where HEC-RAS has been used to model water
flows.

6

The Swoffer meter is an integrating flow meter used to measure velocity in streams that also provides automatic
calculation of stream discharge at the end of each transect measurement.
7
Prepared as an introduction to this subject for student research projects at the Center for Watershed Science and
Education at UW-Stevens Point by Jake Macholl and Paul McGinley.
8
A”return period” is known as a ”recurrence interval” or “repeat interval”. It is a statistical measurement based on
historic data, which estimates the likelihood of an event, such as an earthquake, flood, or a river discharge flow, to
occur.
9
Standard Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM) Database
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A Few Words About HEC-RAS: The US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC)
developed the River Analysis System (RAS) to aid in analysis of channel flow and floodplain delineation.
HEC-RAS is a computer program that models water flowing through open stream and river channels and
computing water surface profiles. HEC-RAS is used in floodplain management and flood insurance studies;
bridge and culvert design and analysis, channel modification studies; and dam breach analysis. The HECRAS analysis software has evolved as technology and applications for open channel flow analysis have
grown. Today, it is considered a standard for completing computational water surface profile analyses.
HEC-RAS provides a suite of tools used by engineers and scientists in addressing a wide range of open
channel and floodplain analysis requirements.10 HEC-RAS can be used to calculate high, normal, and low
flow water surface elevations for a series of stream cross sections taken from field surveyed conditions,
digital elevation models, engineering drawings of bridges, culverts, and dams. see Figure 3.
Expanding Field Test Locations: The volunteer flow team will measure (1)
discharge using the Swoffer meter and (2) stream elevation using a drop
line from a surveyed bridge/culvert crossing at 4 locations within the
Yahara River watershed. Site locations include Pheasant Branch at
Parmenter; Token Creek at Daentl Road; Six Mile Creek at Hwy 113; and
Nine Springs at Hyw 14/Anderberg Drive. Figure 1 depicts the proposed
location of these sites.
Developing Rating Curves Using HEC-RAS: WI DNR, though their public
access website11 provides a link to HEC-RAS datasets for a number of
locations across the Yahara River watershed. As an initial step in this effort,
the volunteer flow team obtained the HEC-RAS model for Token Creek a
significant tributary upstream of Lake Mendota. This location was chosen
because the volunteer flow team members also monitor water quality data
at Token Creek at the Daentl Rd bridge crossing. Figure 2 has Token Creek
with volunteer sampling sites identified.
With this information, the volunteer flow team was able to view the HECRAS calculated high, normal, and low flow water surface elevations for a
series of stream cross sections taken from field surveyed conditions along
Token Creek. See Figure 3.

Figure 1: Proposed extended
study locations

Figure 2: Volunteer based
sampling locations, Token Creek

The volunteer flow team also was able to display HEC-RAS modified
3D view of cross sections used in the calculated high, normal, and
low flow water surface elevations. Figure 4 presents the HEC-RAS
generated 3D view of cross sections adjacent to Token Creek at
Daentl Road bridge.

Figure 3: Screenshot-A typical streamflow
cross section layout, Token Creek, Dane
County

10

The program is free to the public and available from the US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering
Center -- http://www.hec.usace.army.mil/software/hec-ras/
11
https://dnrmaps.wi.gov/H5/?Viewer=SWDV
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I-90, I-94 Exit to US 51 Culvert
Crossing

Sampling and Flow Measurement
Location section
Daentl Rd
Bridge

Figure 4: 3D View of HEC-RAS cross sections, Token Creek, Daentl Rd.

HEC-RAS models are calibrated to historic streamflow events, using discharge and elevation records, high
water marks, flood records, and a large body of research material that addresses Manning’s “n” friction
values for channel and overbank friction coefficients that are based on field measurements of stream bed
material, pipe and culvert material, and vegetation varieties and densities that occur in overbanks,
channels, swales, and flood prone fields adjacent to streams, tributaries, creeks, rivers, culverts, etc. The
file obtained from WI DNR was used for developing floodplain mapping required to revise the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Dane County, WI. It is presumed
that the modelled stream channel and overbanks were calibrated to available normal and high flow steam
records.
HEC-RAS provides for a range of starting water surface elevations and associated stream discharges.
Adjustments to streamflow due to confluences with tributaries or other contributing discharge sources
are provided for as input data. Figure 5 displays the cross-section location and discharge adjustment as a
function of return period.

Figure 5: Flow (Discharge) adjustments necessary to match actual watershed conditions along Token Creek
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This information was provided by WI DNR as part of the development of this analysis by the volunteer
flow team. It should be clearly noted here that this analysis was originally completed to support NFIP
floodplain inundation mapping and categorization. This included the 10, 25, 50, 100 and 500 year return
periods. Use of HEC-RAS for rating curve development and calibration for this project requires re-running
this model for normal to low flow conditions that reflect one-month, four-month, six-month, 1 year, 2year, and 5-year return periods. These are the likely level of return periods that would be experienced in
the field by volunteer stream monitors in the Yahara River watershed. If WDNR and/or Dane County
provides the volunteer flow team with the necessary RAS models and HMS files that were used to develop
the latest versions of the dFIRMS then the volunteer flow team will repeat the analysis to reflect the return
periods desired for this project and create a flow adjustment table similar to Figure 3 for the desired
return periods.
One of the calculated products from the HEC-RAS program are
rating curves at every cross section in the analysis. Figure 6 is a
sample rating curve for Cross Section 15957, the water sampling
and streamflow measurement sight just upstream of the Token
Creek-Daentl Road bridge.
The rating curve presents steam discharge as a function of water
surface elevation. The model calculates discharge in cubic feet per
second (CFS) and elevation (in feet) at each cross section for each
discharge case included in the analysis. This is of particular
Figure 6: Discharge Rating Curve from HECinterest in developing a set of discharge rating curves at volunteer
RAS Flood Study output at Daentl Rd Bridge,
Token Creek
based stream monitoring sites throughout the Yahara River
watershed. The volunteer flow team suggests using a calibrated
HEC-RAS model for the Yahara River watershed to compare the calculated rating curves derived from
the HEC-RAS model run at normal to low flow discharges and from field discharge measurements of
discharge and water surface elevation (CFS and Feet) at 4 study sites. If field data and calculated
discharge at the same elevation are reasonable, then the HEC-RAS rating curves for the range of flows
incorporated in the analysis could be used to approximate discharge at a larger range of volunteerbased sampling locations. This would facilitate, for example, estimates for phosphorus load calculation
verses point concentration values from a sampling event.
2.4 Data Management, Reporting and Sharing
The RRC requests $6,125 to accomplish all activities relating to data management, reporting and
sharing.
Since 2013, volunteers have continued to enter all baseline water quality data into the WDNR’s Surface
Water Integrated Monitoring System (SWIMS) database thus ensuring that the dataset collected on
behalf of this project is available to all Yahara WINs partners and other interested members of the
public. The RRC program coordinator will continue to work with WDNR staff to streamline the data entry
process for volunteers.
All nutrient sampling results are still maintained in excel sheets by the RRC program coordinator. In June
2017, the RRC program coordinator arranged a meeting with WDNR and MMSD staff to discuss needed
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next steps to migrating nutrient-sampling data from MMSD database to WDNR SWIMS database.12
MMSD and WDNR staff are committed to working on creating this linkage. Database managers and
coders from both MMSD and WDNR have begun to determine specific formatting requirements.
Until such time when MMSD lab can directly upload results from the citizen based nutrient sampling
effort, the RRC coordinator will keep updated excel sheets of nutrient sampling results. The RRC
coordinator will continue to share nutrient sampling results using data visualization software. These
data visualizations will be updated after the close of the 2017 monitoring season (November/December
2017) and will be posted to the RRC stream monitoring program webpages. All other water quality
results are available to partners via the WDNR Surface Water Data Viewer.
In May 2017, the RRC program coordinator facilitated a meeting with volunteers and RRC partners to
discuss the analysis and sharing of water quality data. RRC volunteers and partners attending this meeting
generated many suggestions. These suggestions were compiled into a document and shared with the
Yahara WINs executive committee president for review. These suggestions can be found in Appendix #2.
Other activities relating to data sharing and reporting are covered in the next section under “software”.
2.5 Equipment, Software and Travel Costs
The RRC requests $4,614 to cover equipment, software and travel costs.
Software: The 2018 monitoring season marks the sixth year of the citizen stream monitoring program
funded by Yahara WINs. We have established a watershed-wide monitoring network that includes
multiple water sampling stations along various stream segments13. With continued funding, the design
of this citizen based monitoring project (with these long-term, fixed stations) will allow Yahara WINs
partners to assess the impact of best management practices which “mature” over a long-period of time.
In another 5 to 10 years, we can begin to answer trends related questions -- such as how are yearly
mean/monthly total phosphorus concentrations changing over time? In the meantime, however, we can
continue to show short-term fluctuations in nutrient concentrations and other water quality parameters
monthly and yearly. The RRC proposes to renew our subscription to Tableau Desktop. This software
provides a means for the RRC coordinator to answer questions such as what are the monthly
fluctuations in phosphorus concentrations? In 2016, the RRC posted a link to an online Tableau
visualization of total phosphorus concentrations. A similar visualization will be posted that will include
2017 sampling data.
Over half of the nutrient sampling stations have 4 to 5 years of nutrient sampling and water quality
monitoring results. Table #3 shows that of the 35 stations actively sampled in 2017, 14 stations (40%)
have 5 years of nutrient sampling results available for analysis with an additional 9 stations (26%) having
5 years of nutrient sampling results.

12

Attendees: Nancy Sheehan, RRC; Zana Sijan, DNR; Lisa Helmuth, DNR; Tim Asplund, DNR; Matt Rehwald, DNR;
Ashley Beranek, DNR; Mark Riedel, DNR; Ilana Haimes, DNR; Kathy Lake, MMSD; Carol Mielke, MMSD; and Kris
Huehne, MMSD
13
Door Creek (2 stations), Pheasant Branch (4 stations), Sixmile Creek (4 stations), Nine Springs (2 stations), Token
Creek (6 stations)
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Number of Stations
5
5
9
14
9

Table #3
Number of Monitoring Seasons with WQ Data
1
2
3
4
5

Percent Total
14%
14%
26%
40%
26%

This table shows the number of stations associated with number of years sampled. Since 2013, volunteers have collected samples at
42 stations across the watershed. Not all these sites were included in our initial monitoring season. Some stations were funded only
for 1 or 2 years and then “retired”.14

Equipment: Unfortunately, 5 thermistors have been lost due to high water and battery expiration. These
thermistors will need to be replaced. To prevent the loss of a whole season of stream temperature data
that results from lost thermistors, RRC requests funds to transition to a new technology from ONSET.
The HOBO MX2203 TidbiT water temperature datalogger uses the power of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
to deliver high-accuracy temperature measurements straight to iOS or Android mobile devices (see
Appendix #3 for product specifications). This system will allow volunteers and the RRC coordinator to
upload stream temperature data more frequently throughout the course of the monitoring season. So
even if thermistors become lost through flood water conditions or theft or low batteries, some data will
be retrieved monthly. Equipment costs include the purchase of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 HOBO MX2203 TidbiT water temperature dataloggers
1 YSI 550A dissolved oxygen meter – and will be used to transition a long-term volunteer
monitoring team from a HACH kit to a meter
1 HACH dissolved oxygen kit – to accommodate two new volunteer teams
Replacement chemicals for current dissolved oxygen HACH kits
2 transparency tubes (120cm) -- to accommodate two new volunteer teams – or to keep on
reserve in case of breakage
2 D-nets with replacement nets -- to accommodate two new volunteer teams – or to keep on
reserve in case of breakage
Tableau Desktop software

Travel costs: Stream station visits and stream-side trainings will continue to be a major part of the work
to support volunteers in the field. Therefore, mileage costs are to be covered in this granting cycle.
List of project activities appear in Table #4.

14

Retired after 1 or 2 years: Penitto Creek at Stoughton Rd (#10041121); Dorn Creek at Cth Q Bridge (#133065);
Dorn Creek at Cth M Bridge (#133067); Spring (Dorn) Creek - Meffert Road (#133533)
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Table #4: List of Volunteer Program Activities
Volunteer Recruitment and Training

• Organize 2 stream monitoring training workshops to recurit and train volunteers to
participate in the citizen-based monitoring program among potential volunteers.
• Conduct on-going stream-side training for volunteers needing more support
Volunteer Support

• Organize workshop to launch 2018 season in Yahara River watershed
• Maintain volunteer coverage of 53 sites
• Conduct site visits on an as needed basis
• Collect samples for volunteers in case of emergency absenses [up to 10]
• Organize end-of-season equipment drop off
• Organize RRC biennial conference featuring the work of Yahara River watereshed project
• Organize winter sampling [if indicated by Yahara WINs partners]
• Maintain equipment inventory
Data Management, Sharing and Reporting
• Assist volunteers with WDNR WAMS registration and WDNR SWIMS data entry
• Review data entries in WDNR SWIMS
• Keep copies of nutrient sampling results provided by MMSD in excel spreadsheets
• Develop a stream water quality mockup for use by Yahara WINs partners
• Assist MMSD to ensure database handshake between MMSD and DNR

All project and equipment costs appear on Table #5.
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Table#5: Project Activities
Table #5: Project Activity
2018-2019
Hours
90
256
175
60

Broad Budget Categories
Volunteer Recruitment and Training
Volunteer Support, Event/Workshop Planning, Equipment Management, Project Management
Data Management, Sharing and Analysis
Exploratory Flow Study--extension
Equipment Purchases, Software and Mileage & Travel Expenses
Subtotal-Labor
Subtotal-Equipment
Grand Total
Explanation--Equipment, Mileage, Travel
Equipment/Materials/Software/ Mileage/Travel Expenses
Tableau Desktop Term Licensing
Ever-bilt Stainless Steel Clamp
Transparency Tubes
D-Nets
Replacement nets
MX2203 Bluetooth Tidbit
MX2203 Bluetooth Tidbit--Replaceable Batteries
(user-replaceable battery - CR2477 model)
HOBO mobile app (download for compatible iOS or Android mobile device)
YSI Meters
HACH KIT
Sodium Thiosulfate
Rebars
Distilled water
Zip ties
waterproof labels
Est. Shipping
Mileage (reimbursement rate of 0.54mi) and other transportation costs
Food and beverages for workshops
Volunteer appreciation gifts

The Rock River Coalition:

#Items
1
27
2
2
2
5
5 pack
1
1
1
2
11
1
1

Grand Total Equipment
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RRC Rate
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35

Est. Unit Costs
$315
$1
$110
$90
$21
$129
$20.00
no additional cost
$900
$90
$25
$3
$3
$6
$5

Project
Totals
$3,150
$8,960
$6,125
$2,100
$4,614
$20,335
$4,614
$24,949
Total Costs
$315
$27
$220
$180
$42
$645
$20
$900
$90
$25
$6
$33
$6
$5
$200
$900
$500
$500
$4,614

Table#5: Project Activities
Explanation--Volunteer Recruitment, Training, Support, Data Management
Volunteer Recruitment and Training
Organize two stream monitoring training workshops
Collaborate with partners to recruit new members, publicize workshops and share information about program
Subtotal
Volunteer Support and Communication
Purchase, prepare, track and maintain stream monitoring equipment
Conduct routine communication with volunteers regarding monitoring protocols and other project requirements -- includes
stream-side site visits and QA/QC sites visits
Organize winter sampling (2017-2018) season
Organize volunteer workshop to launch the 2017 monitoring season
Conduct end of season survey to assess volunteer satisfaction
Coordinate collection of monitoring equipment -- end of season
Organize Conference for volunteers -- end of season
Subtotal
Data Management, Sharing and Analysis
Attend Yahara WINs meetings and other meetings pertaining to AM project
WDNR SWIMS database coordination with WDNR
Upload data from thermistors to WDNR SWIMS during monitoring season and end of season
Create data visualization for nutrient sample results
Train volunteers in use of WDNR database; mediate communications between WDNR and volunteers to help troubleshoot
problems with data entry; Conduct periodic reviews of data entered by volunteers
Subtotal
Capture Flow: Exploratory Project
With extension and modifications
Subtotal
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Rate1

Hours
40
50
90

$35
$35
$35
Rate1

Hours
50

$35
$35

100
10
40
8
8
40
256
Hours
20
15
16
100

$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
Rate1
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35

24
175
Hours
60
60

$35
Rate1
$35

Total Costs
$1,400
$1,750
$3,150
Total Costs
$1,750
$3,500
$350
$1,400
$280
$280
$1,400
$8,960
Total Costs
$700
$525
$560
$3,500
$840
$6,125
Subtotals
$2,100
$2,100

List of appendices
Appendix #1: List of Stations
Appendix #2: Suggestions for Data Sharing and Reporting
Appendix #3: HOBO Temperature Sensor Product Specifications From ONSET
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Appendix #1: List of Stations
NutrientSampling?

WDNRStationID

StreamName

WDNRWbic

StationName

10016544

Badfish Creek

799500

Badfish at Old Stage Road

yes

10032128

Yahara River/Cherokee Marsh

806300

Cherokee Conservation Park Landing

yes

10042186

Door Creek

802800

Door Creek at CTH MN

yes

10029221

Door Creek

80280

10010911

Door Creek

802800

Door Creek At Jahnke Road

133097

Door Creek

802800

Door Creek at Old Sth 12 And 18 (on Femrite)

Door Creek at Hope Road

yes

10042185

Keenans Creek

803500

Keenans Creek at Keenan Rd

yes

10043100

Leutens Creek

802300

Leutens Creek at Spring Rd

yes

10043360

Little Door

802900

Little Door Creek at Natvig Rd

10043361

Murphy's Creek

803900

Murphy's Creek above wetlands

10044285

Murphy's Creek

803900

Murphy's Creek at Byrne Rd DS wetland complex

yes

10010964

Murphys Creek

803900

Murphys Creek at Lalor Road

yes

10030055

Murphy's Creek

803900

Murphy's Creek at S. Syene Rd

yes

10040743

Nine Springs

804200

Nine Springs at Jenni and Kyle Preseve

yes

133546

Nine Springs Creek

804200

Nine Springs Creek at Sth 14 Nr Madison WI

133102

Oregon Br

800700

Oregon Br of Badfish Creek at Sunrise Rd

yes

133313

Pheasant Branch

805900

Pheasant Branch - Cth M East Brdg

yes

133314

Pheasant Branch

805900

Pheasant Branch - Cth M West Brdg

yes

133553

Pheasant Branch (West Branch)

805900

Pheasant Branch (West Branch) at Schneider Rd

yes

133316

Pheasant Branch

805900

Pheasant Branch at Airport Road near Middleton WI

10029790

Pheasant Branch

805900

Pheasant Branch at Clark Street

10029790

Pheasant Branch

805900

Pheasant Branch at Middleton High School

10012037

Ruttland Branch

80100

10040382

Six Mile Creek

805500

Six Mile Creek at Division and Knightsbridge

yes

10010966

Sixmile Creek

805500

Sixmile Creek - US of Mill Rd (Up-stream bridge)

yes

10010967

Sixmile Creek

805500

Sixmile Creek at Sth 113

133064

Sixmile Creek

805500

Sixmile Creek at Woodland Dr Brg

10040856

Sixmile Creek

805500

Sixmile Creek at Woodland Dr Brg (Downstream-bridge)

133481

Starkweather Creek

805100

Starkweather Creek - East Branch-Dredging (at Hargrove Street)

133071

Starkweather Creek

805200

Starkweather Creek - W Br at Milwaukee St Bridge

133070

Starkweather Creek

805100

Starkweather Creek at Hwy 30, Madison

yes

yes

yes
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Appendix #1: List of Stations
NutrientSampling

WDNRStationID

StreamName

WDNRWbic

StationName

10039474

Starkweather Creek

805200

Starkweather Creek AT Melvin Ct. 200 ft upstream of bike path

yes

10030148

Swan Creek

803800

Swan Creek -- Haight Farm Road and Cty Hwy MM

yes

10010972

Swan Creek

803800

Swan Creek - Swan Creek At Lalor Road

yes

10016566

Token Creek

806600

Token Creek - 10M DS Egre Rd Crossing

yes

10016580

Token Creek

5573404

yes

133470

Token Creek

806600

Token Creek - Cth C

yes

10010940

Token Creek

806600

Token Creek - Token Creek At Daentl Rd

yes

133427

Token Creek

806600

Token Creek Millpond at Portage Rd dam

yes

10042256

Token Creek

5033839

yes

133471

Unnamed

133472

Unnamed (Pine Springs) Creek

yes

Token Creek - 2 M below Springs West Outlet culvers

Token Creek near Mill Road

807800

Unnamed - N Yahara Rd

807500

Unnamed (Pine Springs) Creek at River Rd

10040875

Unnamed Stream

5036131

Unnamed Stream at Longfort Ter

yes

10042379

Un-named Trib (804100)

804100

Un-named Trib (804100) to Upper Mud Lake at Femrite Drive

yes

10032561

Unnamed Trib, Lake Kegonsa

803300

Unnamed Trib, Lake Kegonsa at Green Rd

yes

10016631

Unnamed Trib, Lake Kegonsa

802400

Unnamed Trib, Lake Kegonsa at Hwy B/Pleasant Rd

yes

10043017

Unnamed Tributary, Yahara River

801500

Unnamed Tributary to Yahara River at Hammond Rd

10040927

Willow Creek

805400

Willow Creek at Linden Drive

133083

Wingra Creek

804700

Wingra Creek at Olin Park

10040644

Wingra Creek

804700

Wingra Creek at Gardner Marsh

10033686

Yahara River

798300

Yahara River at Golf Course

yes

10040742

Yahara River

798300

Yahara River at Prospect Street

yes

133040

Yahara River

5574085

Yahara River at Sth 113 At Madison WI

Note: Several criteria have guided site selection in 2017. These criteria include: sites with historical data; volunteer willingness to continue monitoring and/or sampling; safety and site accessibility
considerations; recommendations by WDNR and data needs of Yahara WINs partners; location of USGS gaging stations and other monitoring stations; results from nutrient samples that may
indicate high priority needs; and, geographical representation in terms of sub-watersheds, natural community characteristics and stream order.
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Appendix #2: Suggestions for Data Sharing and Reporting

Web Portal Ideas and Input
Rock River Coalition Volunteer Stream Monitoring Gathering
Saturday, March 24, 2017
Session Facilitators
• Nancy Sheehan, Program Coordinator, Rock River Coalition
• Susan Sandford, Strategic Engagement Coordinator, Dane County LWCD, OLW
Discussion Question #1: Is there a need for a portal to share stream monitoring data?
• Yes, the info needs to be available and be sustainable long-term.
• Key questions:
• What are the current gaps?
• What are people asking for?
• Who has a gap currently?
• What are they having trouble finding?
• Who’s going to build, maintain? Seems really big project. Alternative ideas: content addition to
current websites (web cams – Todd has a cool idea for webcams), newer technology for data
collection.
• Recommendation: Better of the portal could provide something new such as (1) access to data that
is not currently in the public domain; (2) develop a retrievable database for other to use; (3)
features that allow users to link different data and assess relationships between parameters; (4)
provide a better picture of what is happening on the surrounding land (e.g. farm practices).
Discussion Question #2: If so, why is the portal important?
• To generate public understanding and support and educate the community
• To build understanding/be better informed
• To build long term participation of volunteers and give a sense that achievement of success is a longterm process.
• To get the word out about current data
• To increase public visibility – obtain community involved -- garner interest
• To provide a place to communicate – issues in water, ideas (sharing), coordinate subs and back up
people
• To showcase the breadth of expertise being brought to bear on this effort and to showcase the
commitment among volunteers
• To create a baseline and then to illustrate impact from development and potential mitigation
• To increase chances of data being used for management decisions
• To increase public engagement – build awareness and support
Discussion Question #3: What should the portal contain/look like? Features?
• Currently only showing the data we collect. Should show all data from other sources (e.g. INFOS).
Show all data out there to keep it consistent with other sources.
• Link directly to existing tools and websites
• Real time data
• Easily searchable - for all to see
• Need easy summaries to understand and pass on
• Tell who data is collected by – volunteer collection
• Presentations and talking resources for volunteers to use with schools and communities
• Broken down by watersheds – friend’s groups could link to to show specific watersheds.
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Appendix #2: Suggestions for Data Sharing and Reporting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stories of what is happening on local waterbodies
Needs to be interactive
Interface with SWIMS
Data over time – updatable.
Info very easily found
Inclusiveness of data – all participants have visibility
Easily cross-referenced/linked to different sites.
“Keeper of data” should be stable/long-term and able to update and keep current. Ensure historic
data is not lost.
• Summaries showing real time – what is happening this week/month
• Ability to sit at a computer with a group – click and show them data – they can co look later and will
see and understand
• Easy to find data, accessible
• Stable care taker
• Secure data
• Synthesis of data – a lot of websites with good info - one stop shop of all resources out there.
• Real time data – currently there is a time lapse. Something more like CLA beach data so people
know what is happening now.
• Tell where data is from – trusted source?
• Easy to understand how samples were collected - standards and protocol behind collection.
• Professional needs to do analysis
• Interactive map
• Summary/newsletter
• Snapshots – stories from volunteers
• Visualizing potential threats
• Invasive species maps – sightings
• Consistency – details documented
• Data storage, standards used, data source
• Show both short-term conditions and long-term trends
• Data available for future analysis and use
• Portal as “knowledge exchange”
• One stop shopping “if looking for this, go here…” or inventory of what is currently out there.
• Real time app showing water quality
• Something to immediately show a passerby the water quality of a stream.
Other comments/ideas
• Business card sized handout directing folks to portal – brief explanation and web address. Contact
info on card to hand out to interested community members (at monitoring site).
• QR codes/signage at sites – neighbor to neighbor interaction
• Need an inventory of how others are currently summarizing
• Farm/pesticide runoff
• UW students – professor gives extra credit for monitoring
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Appendix #3: Onset Product Specifications

Temperature Sensor (MX2203 and MX2204)
Range

MX2203: -20° to 70°C (-4° to 158°F) in air; -20° to 50°C (-4° to 122°F) in water
MX2204: -20° to 70°C (-4° to 158°F) in air; -20° to 50°C (-4° to 122°F) in water, maximum
sustained temperature in water 30°C (86°F)

Accuracy

±0.25°C from -20° to 0°C (±.45°F from -4° to 32°F)
±0.2°C from 0° to 70°C (±0.36°F from 32° to 158°F)

Resolution

0.01°C (0.018°F)

Drift

<0.1°C (0.18°F) per year

Response Time

MX2203: 17 minutes typical to 90% in air moving 1 m/s, unmounted; 7 minutes typical to 90%
in stirred water, unmounted MX2204: 15 minutes typical to 90% in air moving 1 m/s,
unmounted; 4 minutes typical to 90% in stirred water, unmounted

Logger
Radio Power

1 mW (0 dBm)

Transmission
Range

Approximately 30.5 m (100 ft) line-of-sight

Wireless Data
Standard

Bluetooth Smart (Bluetooth Low Energy, Bluetooth 4.0)

Logger
Operating
Range

-20° to 70°C (-4° to 158°F)

Logging Rate

1 second to 18 hours

Buoyancy
(Fresh Water)

MX2203: 3.1 g (0.11 oz) negative
MX2204: 7.6 g (0.27 oz) negative

Waterproof

MX2203: To 122 m (400 ft)
MX2204: To 1,524 m (5,000 ft)

Water Detection

Water conductivity level of 100 µS/cm or greater necessary for reliable detection of water.
Deionized water or water below 100 µS/cm may not be detected.
The water conductivity circuit may not reliably detect water that has frozen around the
electrodes, i.e. below 0°C (32°F).

Memory

96,000 measurements

Battery

CR2477 3V lithium, user replaceable in MX2203, non-replaceable in MX2204
3 years, typical at 25°C (77°F) with logging interval of 1 minute and Bluetooth Always Off
disabled in software.5 years, typical at 25°C (77°F) with logging interval of 1 minute and
Bluetooth Always Off or Bluetooth Off Water Detect enabled in software. Faster logging
intervals and statistics sampling intervals, burst logging, remaining connected with the app,
excessive downloads, and paging may impact battery life. To ensure proper battery installation,
see Battery Information for detailed instructions on replacing the battery in the MX2203 logger.
± 1 minute per month at 25°C (77°F)

Battery Life

Time Accuracy
Full Memory
Dowload

Approximately 45 seconds; may take longer the farther the device is from the logger

Wetted
Materials

MX2203: Polypropylene case, EPDM O-ring, stainless steel screws, Santoprene® (TPE) boot
MX2204: Epoxy case, Santoprene (TPE) boot

Dimensions

MX2203: 4.45 x 7.32 x 3.58 cm (1.75 x 2.88 x 1.41 inches)
MX2204: 4.06 x 6.99 x 3.51 cm (1.6 x 2.75 x 1.38 inches)

Weight

MX2203: 36.2 g (1.28 oz)
MX2204: 32.8 g (1.16 oz)

The CE Marking identifies this product as complying with all relevant directives in the European Union (EU). This
equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the
FCC Rules.
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